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“Safe” at Home Meeting 

We are going to try something new this 

month. We will be attempting a virtual 

meeting. Those of you with a laptop, tablet 

or smartphone can join us with this new 

approach to having our meeting. I hope we 

will not have to use it very many times, as 

being together is so much better.   

There is a prerequisite to attending the 

virtual meeting. You will need to have the 

application ‘ZOOM’ on your device. It can 

be downloaded from “https:/zoom.us” for 

free. All you then need to do is click on the 

link included in the email that was sent to 

members and educational partners. 
When joining the meeting, you'll first be 

placed into a waiting room. Howard will see 
this and then admit you to the meeting.  

Our program will be by Bernie Taylor 
and will present a program on paleo-
astronomy entitled "The First Astronomers". 
Following the presentation, we will have a 
short business meeting. Snack on whatever 
you want. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

I have found out that both the Oregon 

Star Party and the Table Mountain Star 

Party will not be held this year. This is due 

to the uncertainties that now exist for the 

planning of these events. This is a 

disappointment for many in the Pacific 

Northwest.  

I hope all of you have been following 

the various astronomy websites and keeping 

up with the continued discoveries and 

advancement in astronomy. 

I have seen several articles about new 

exoplanets and comets and the atmosphere 

of Pluto.  

I came across a website that holds live 

talks and star viewing, it is Sky-Watcher 

USA on Facebook. I watched one where the 

host was photographing deep sky objects in 

real time. You could see the image appear as 

the camera captured the image. Really 

fascinating. 
 

Annual club dues are due. This will be 
discussed in the business portion of our 
meeting. 

 
Keep your masks on as a kindness to 

others. 

Every Day is a Star Filled Day, 

Every Night is a Starry Night 

Greg Smith – editor 
Volume 26, No.1 
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https://www.facebook.com/skywatcherusa/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWbZCHGrSo7EKm6K2V7nYldjVEnek7O6fCcBZUOXzwCj17xqOhD2lqyclWww2jEpLFe3cBbSIE_kD421POeaecsVouQAJEFlpOnxs6QTYGvSA_ZWJAQJ6rhyqBRIQoQw-rcDtRviFuCBMKKYnztCJou3Xni9AFFDeBwA-KvXBp7PtCqmpQSNg29-Xuy50fT2p04J8U8aW2zowSes3Wc4pDKGTHCTPM3rIbsPUjb5BnePQTxGqFG8-GrOr4IauJb9m2RAREqtrye8b4xWmsgUP8u&__tn__=-UC%2CP-R
https://www.facebook.com/skywatcherusa/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWbZCHGrSo7EKm6K2V7nYldjVEnek7O6fCcBZUOXzwCj17xqOhD2lqyclWww2jEpLFe3cBbSIE_kD421POeaecsVouQAJEFlpOnxs6QTYGvSA_ZWJAQJ6rhyqBRIQoQw-rcDtRviFuCBMKKYnztCJou3Xni9AFFDeBwA-KvXBp7PtCqmpQSNg29-Xuy50fT2p04J8U8aW2zowSes3Wc4pDKGTHCTPM3rIbsPUjb5BnePQTxGqFG8-GrOr4IauJb9m2RAREqtrye8b4xWmsgUP8u&__tn__=-UC%2CP-R
https://www.facebook.com/skywatcherusa/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWbZCHGrSo7EKm6K2V7nYldjVEnek7O6fCcBZUOXzwCj17xqOhD2lqyclWww2jEpLFe3cBbSIE_kD421POeaecsVouQAJEFlpOnxs6QTYGvSA_ZWJAQJ6rhyqBRIQoQw-rcDtRviFuCBMKKYnztCJou3Xni9AFFDeBwA-KvXBp7PtCqmpQSNg29-Xuy50fT2p04J8U8aW2zowSes3Wc4pDKGTHCTPM3rIbsPUjb5BnePQTxGqFG8-GrOr4IauJb9m2RAREqtrye8b4xWmsgUP8u&__tn__=%3C%2CP-R
https://www.facebook.com/skywatcherusa/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWbZCHGrSo7EKm6K2V7nYldjVEnek7O6fCcBZUOXzwCj17xqOhD2lqyclWww2jEpLFe3cBbSIE_kD421POeaecsVouQAJEFlpOnxs6QTYGvSA_ZWJAQJ6rhyqBRIQoQw-rcDtRviFuCBMKKYnztCJou3Xni9AFFDeBwA-KvXBp7PtCqmpQSNg29-Xuy50fT2p04J8U8aW2zowSes3Wc4pDKGTHCTPM3rIbsPUjb5BnePQTxGqFG8-GrOr4IauJb9m2RAREqtrye8b4xWmsgUP8u&__tn__=%3C%2CP-R
https://www.facebook.com/skywatcherusa/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWbZCHGrSo7EKm6K2V7nYldjVEnek7O6fCcBZUOXzwCj17xqOhD2lqyclWww2jEpLFe3cBbSIE_kD421POeaecsVouQAJEFlpOnxs6QTYGvSA_ZWJAQJ6rhyqBRIQoQw-rcDtRviFuCBMKKYnztCJou3Xni9AFFDeBwA-KvXBp7PtCqmpQSNg29-Xuy50fT2p04J8U8aW2zowSes3Wc4pDKGTHCTPM3rIbsPUjb5BnePQTxGqFG8-GrOr4IauJb9m2RAREqtrye8b4xWmsgUP8u&__tn__=%3C%2CP-R
https://www.facebook.com/skywatcherusa/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWbZCHGrSo7EKm6K2V7nYldjVEnek7O6fCcBZUOXzwCj17xqOhD2lqyclWww2jEpLFe3cBbSIE_kD421POeaecsVouQAJEFlpOnxs6QTYGvSA_ZWJAQJ6rhyqBRIQoQw-rcDtRviFuCBMKKYnztCJou3Xni9AFFDeBwA-KvXBp7PtCqmpQSNg29-Xuy50fT2p04J8U8aW2zowSes3Wc4pDKGTHCTPM3rIbsPUjb5BnePQTxGqFG8-GrOr4IauJb9m2RAREqtrye8b4xWmsgUP8u&__tn__=%3C%2CP-R
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    Earth’s 

    Cousins 

 

Earth’s cousins: Upcoming missions to look for ‘biosignatures’ in the atmospheres 

of nearby worlds.  
James Urton  

UW News 

Scientists have discovered thousands of exoplanets, including dozens of terrestrial — or rocky — 

worlds in the habitable zones around their parent stars. A promising approach to search for signs of life 

on these worlds is to probe exoplanet atmospheres for “biosignatures” — quirks in chemical 

composition that are telltale signs of life. For example, thanks to photosynthesis, our atmosphere is 

nearly 21% oxygen, a much higher level than expected given Earth’s composition, orbit and parent star. 

Finding biosignatures is no straightforward task. Scientists use data about how exoplanet 

atmospheres interact with light from their parent star to learn about their atmospheres. But the 

information, or spectra, that they can gather using today’s ground- and space-based telescopes is too 

limited to measure atmospheres directly or detect biosignatures. 

Exoplanet researchers such as Victoria Meadows, a professor of astronomy at the University of 

Washington, are focused on what forthcoming observatories, like the James Webb Space Telescope, or 

JWST, could measure in exoplanet atmospheres. On Feb. 15 at the American Association for the 

Advancement of Science’s annual meeting in Seattle, Meadows, a principal investigator of the UW’s 

Virtual Planetary Laboratory, will deliver a talk to summarize what kind of data these new observatories 

can collect and what they can reveal about the atmospheres of terrestrial, Earth-like exoplanets. 

Meadows sat down with UW News to discuss the promise of these new missions to help us view 

exoplanets in a new light. 

 

What changes are coming to the field of exoplanet research? 

In the next five to 10 years, we’ll potentially get our first chance to observe the atmospheres of 

terrestrial exoplanets. This is because new observatories are set to come online, including the James 

Webb Space Telescope and ground-based observatories like the Extremely Large Telescope. A lot of 

our recent work at the Virtual Planetary Laboratory, as well as by colleagues at other institutions, has 

focused on simulating what Earth-like exoplanets will “look” like to the JWST and ground-based 

telescopes. That allows us to understand the spectra that these telescopes will pick up, and what those 

data will and won’t tell us about those exoplanet atmospheres. 

 

What types of exoplanet atmospheres will the JWST and other missions be able to characterize? 

Our targets are actually a select group of exoplanets that are nearby — within 40 light years — and 

orbit very small, cool stars. For reference, the Kepler mission identified exoplanets around stars that are 

more than 1,000 light years away. The smaller host stars also help us get better signals on what the 

planetary atmospheres are made of because the thin layer of planetary atmosphere can block more of a 

smaller star’s light. 

So, there are a handful of exoplanets we’re focusing on to look for signs of habitability and life. All 

were identified by ground-based surveys like TRAPPIST and its successor, SPECULOOS — both run 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Exoplanet
https://www.nasa.gov/ames/kepler/habitable-zones-of-different-stars
https://depts.washington.edu/astron/profile/meadows-victoria/
https://www.jwst.nasa.gov/
https://meetings.aaas.org/
https://meetings.aaas.org/
http://depts.washington.edu/naivpl/
https://www.eso.org/public/usa/teles-instr/elt/
https://www.trappist.uliege.be/cms/c_3300885/en/trappist-portail
https://www.speculoos.uliege.be/cms/c_4259452/en/portail-speculoos
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by the University of Liège — as well as the MEarth Project run by Harvard. The most well-known 

exoplanets in this group are probably the seven terrestrial planets orbiting TRAPPIST-1. TRAPPIST-1 is 

an M-dwarf star — one of the smallest you can have and still be a star — and its seven exoplanets span 

interior to and beyond the habitable zone, with three in the habitable zone. 

We’ve identified TRAPPIST-1 as the best system to study because this star is so small that we can 

get fairly large and informative signals off of the atmospheres of these worlds. These are all cousins to 

Earth, but with a very different parent star, so it will be very interesting to see what their atmospheres 

are like. 

 

What have you learned so far about the atmospheres of the TRAPPIST-1 exoplanets? 

The astronomy community has taken observations of the TRAPPIST-1 system, but we haven’t seen 

anything but “non-detections.” That can still tell us a lot. For example, observations and models suggest 

that these exoplanet atmospheres are less likely to be dominated by hydrogen, the lightest element. That 

means they either don’t have atmospheres at all, or they have relatively high-density atmospheres like 

Earth. 

 

No atmospheres at all? What would cause that? 

M-dwarf stars have a very different history than our own sun. After their infancy, sun-like stars 

brighten over time as they undergo fusion. 

M-dwarfs start out big and bright, as they gravitationally collapse to the size they will then have for 

most of their lifetimes. So, M-dwarf planets could be subjected to long periods of time — perhaps as 

along as a billion years — of high-intensity luminosity. That could strip a planet of its atmosphere, but 

volcanic activity can also replenish atmospheres. Based on their densities, we know that many of the 

TRAPPIST-1 worlds are likely to have reservoirs of compounds — at much higher levels than Earth, 

actually — that could replenish the atmosphere. The first significant JWST results for TRAPPIST-1 will 

be: Which worlds retained atmospheres? And what types of atmospheres are they? 

I’m quietly optimistic that they do have atmospheres because of those reservoirs, which we’re still 

detecting. But I’m willing to be surprised by the data. 

 

What types of signals will the JWST and other observatories look for in the atmospheres of 

TRAPPIST-1 exoplanets? 

Probably the easiest signal to look for will be the presence of carbon dioxide. 

 

Is CO2 a biosignature? 

Not on its own, and not just from a single signal. I always tell my students — look right, look left. 

Both Venus and Mars have atmospheres with high levels of CO2, but no life. 

In Earth’s atmosphere, CO2 levels adjust with our seasons. In spring, levels draw down as plants 

grow and take CO2 out of the atmosphere. In autumn, plants break down and CO2 rises. So if you see 

seasonal cycling, that might be a biosignature. But seasonal observations are very unlikely with JWST. 

Instead, JWST can look for another potential biosignature, methane gas in the presence of CO2. 

Methane should normally have a short lifetime with CO2. So, if we detect both together, something is 

probably actively producing methane. On Earth, most of the methane in our atmosphere is produced by 

life. 

 

What about detecting oxygen? 

Oxygen alone is not a biosignature. It depends on its levels and what else is in the atmosphere. You 

could have an oxygen-rich atmosphere from the loss of an ocean, for example: Light splits water 

molecules into hydrogen and oxygen. Hydrogen escapes into space, and oxygen builds up into the 

atmosphere. 

https://www.cfa.harvard.edu/MEarth/Welcome.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/TRAPPIST-1
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May 2020 Meeting   

 

DATE: Wednesday May 20 

TIME 7:00pm  
PLACE: Your Laptop / Tablet / or 

Smartphone. 

             

 A Zoom enabled meeting 
PROGRAM: - Bernie Taylor - Paleo-
Astronomy: The First Astronomers. 
 
Drinks : Your Choice 

Snacks : Whatever is in your Cupboards 

 

  

The JWST likely won’t directly pick up oxygen from oxygenic photosynthesis — the biosphere 

we’re used to now. The Extremely Large Telescope and related observatories might be able to, because 

they’ll be looking at a different wavelength than the JWST, where they will have a better chance of 

seeing oxygen. The JWST will be better for detecting biospheres similar to what we had on Earth 

billions of years ago, and for differentiating between different types of atmospheres. 

 

What are some of the different types of atmospheres that TRAPPIST-1 exoplanets might possess? 

The M-dwarf’s high-luminosity phase might drive a planet toward an atmosphere with a runaway 

greenhouse effect, like Venus. As I said earlier, you could lose an ocean and have an oxygen-rich 

atmosphere. A third possibility is to have something more Earth-like. 

Let’s talk about that second possibility. How could JWST reveal an oxygen-rich atmosphere if it 

can’t detect oxygen directly? 

The beauty of the JWST is that it can pick up processes happening in an exoplanet’s atmosphere. It 

will pick up the signatures of collisions between oxygen molecules, which will happen more often in an 

oxygen-rich atmosphere. So, we likely can’t see oxygen amounts associated with a photosynthetic 

biosphere. But if a much larger amount of oxygen was left behind from ocean loss, we can probably see 

the collisions of oxygen in the spectrum, and that’s probably a sign that the exoplanet has lost an ocean. 

So, JWST is unlikely to give us conclusive proof of biosignatures but may provide some tantalizing 

hints, which require further follow-up and — moving forward — thinking about new missions beyond 

the JWST. NASA is already considering new missions. What would we like their capabilities to be? 

That also brings me to a very important point: Exoplanet science is massively interdisciplinary. 

Understanding the environment of these worlds requires considering orbit, composition, history and host 

star — and requires the input of astronomers, geologists, atmospheric scientists, stellar scientists. It 

really takes a village to understand a planet. 
 
Victoria Meadows, a professor of astronomy at the University of Washington and director of the Virtual 

Planetary Laboratory. 

 

Minutes of the April Meeting 
 

Meeting Cancelled Due to COVID - 19 Shutdown 

 
 

 
  

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Photosynthesis
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Friends of Galileo 

Club Officers  
Next Month’s 

Newsletter Deadline 

The deadline for items in 
next month’s newsletter is: 

 Wednesday: seven 
days before next meeting. 

 
Please feel free to send in 

your thoughts and experiences 
about your astronomical 
adventure. 

 
Submit your material by E-mail 

to: 
 

grlyth@msn.com 
  

PRESIDENT Ted Gruber 

VICE-PRESIDENT/ 
PROGRAM CHAIR 

Mark Thorson 

SECRETARY Becky Kent 

TREASURER Steve Powell 
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